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5. Calculation of partial ionic character of a covalent bond. The ionic character in a cova-

lent bond between two atoms, say, A and B, is due to the difference in the electronegativities of A

and B. Greater the difference in the electronegativities,,greater would be the ionic character and

consequently the higher would be the stability of the resulting bond'
pauling suggested the following correlation between the electronegativity difference Xn - Is

and the per cent ionic character ofthe covalent bond:

Per cent ionic character : [ - r-025(v-a')1, too

Let us calculate the per cent ionic character in HF molecule using Pauling's equation. Elec-

tronegativity values (Alfred-Rochow) of H and F are2.2 and 4.1 respectively.

According to Pauling's equation.

Per cent ionic characterl - r

or H - ;;;;f"'"'i : a -e-025(r 
e\ x loo

= 37.77
pauling suggested an alternative empirical equation also for calculating the per cent ionic

character, according to which
Per cent ionic character : I 8 ()to - Ir)t o

According to this equation, the per cent ionic character of HF comes out tcbe 44'12. This value

is quite close to the one (vi2.,44.8) obtained by Pauling from dipole moment of HF.

2.6 EFFECTIVE NUCLEAR CHARGE AND SCREENING EFFECT
The relation between energy and energy shell for an electron in hydrogen atom is given by

expression

... (2.e)
72o=-Rh

For hydrogen atom (Z: 1 , n: l),the energy ofthe outermost electron calculated from equation

(2.9) agrels *iih th. observed I.E. I 3 l2 kJ mole-r . However the calculated and observed value for

atom w-ith Z> lfro not agree fairly. The observed ionization energy of say Li is considerably lower

than that calculated from equation (2.9) because of following reasons:

(r) The expression does not hold good for multi-electron atom because it does not take inter-

electronic repulsions into account.

(ri) The 2sl electron does not face the nuclear charge directly. There are intervening ls2 elec-

trons which not only shield the nucleus but also repel the 2sl electron resulting in removal

ofthe electron.
Thus the inner core of elecffons shield or gcreen the nucteus from outer electron. Consequently

the outer electrons experience only a part ofthL nuclear charge or the effective nuclear charge faced

by the outer electron is lower than thit expected from total nuclear char_ ge. In case o1 Lri,-tI.. ?f"-
tive nuclear charge faced by 2sl electron is not 3 but between I and 2 (actual value is I.59). How-

ever if we recall the radicaiprobability distribution curve of 2s orbital in hydrogen like atoms, it is

apparent that 2s electron hai definite probability of finding itself near the nucleus and hence would

pbnetrate the inner 1s orbital core. This means that although 2s electron is shiel{ed by the I r core yet

)s electron penetrates it to some extent and experiences somewhat higher nuclear charge' In fact the

energy of outer electron ir-determined by the effective nuclear charge (Zr)which.is less than Z

(nucl-iar charge) by an amount shielding constant (S/ of the intervening core of the electrons

Zru:Z_S
Due to greater penetration, s-eleCtrons tend to shield the nucleus more effectively than p-€lec-

trons which'ln turn ihield the nucleus more effectively than d'electrons. That is; for a given n, thc

screening or shielding effect varies as

s> p> d>f


